
 
 

SEO Title: The Beachin' Guide for Nautical and Coastal Decor Living   
Slug: /style-guides/coastal-decor  
Meta Description: Whether or not you love the beach, you can't help but feel 
relaxed in a coastal decor styled home. Learn more on styling your home with 
coastal decor! 

H1: The	Beachin' Guide for	Nautical and	Coastal Decor Living		 
You don’t have to live near the shore to enjoy a coastal hideaway. Get that 
#beachlife feeling wherever you live with nautical and coastal décor in your very 
own home. Don’t know how to find the balance between a stylish resort and too 
much kitsch? This ultimate décor guide will give you some coastal home décor 
ideas to help you find your sea legs.  
 
H2: What is	nautical or coastal home decor?		 
When it comes to nautical and coastal home décor, we’re not talking about the 
hyper-thematic stuff you find at the beachside tiki bar – not that there’s anything 
wrong with that. After all, there is a time and a place for that sort of thing. But we’re 
talking about a modern coastal design that transcends kitschy knickknacks and 
cartoonish patterns to bring a crisp, natural look to your space. Think of it like if 
breezy coastal décor and sleek modern design had a beach baby – it’s the perfect 
shoreside oasis in your home. 
 
H2: What are the elements of	coastal décor design?	 
While not as over-the-top as the tiki bar we mentioned earlier, coastal décor still 
features many classic elements you may expect like natural wood, beachy colors, 
plant life, and a seashell or two. The goal is to keep it minimalistic and not 
overwhelm the space with too much color. It’s okay to keep that clamshell or 
anchor, just use them sparingly and in line with the rest of your décor elements. 
 

H3: Coastal décor color palettes	& textures	 
Wave hello to calming colors and relaxing natural elements to bring your 
coastal vision to life. Your color palette should be inspired by real beaches 
and feature neutral colors like white and tan, pale tones of aqua and greens, 
and deep grays and blues.  
 
Use the natural fibers found shoreside as your textile inspo. Choose lighter 
wood pieces, woven wool or rattan mats, and soft sea glass accents. Feel 
free to mix different textures together. The beach is full of smooth sea glass, 
broken driftwood, and slick seaweed –	and yet they all came from the same 
sea.  

 
H2: How to style	coastal décor		 
Okay, you’re sold on the look. Now it’s time to start building your coastal collection. 
Remember to choose natural inspired pieces, light, oceanic colors and minimalist 



 
 

décor. When choosing furniture, consider pieces made from ratan, cane, or 
distressed wood. For fabric, opt for light linen or cotton to add a breezy feel.  
 
Carpet will surely sink your ship. Instead, choose hardwood floors or tile to give 
yourself a good beachy foundation. When decorating, resist the urge to fill all 
empty space with thematic knickknacks. Try to focus on a few key pieces (seashells, 
anchors, ropes, etc.) and continuously edit out any excess kitsch. Finally, add live 
and dried plants throughout to bring a natural element to your space. 
 
H2: Designing your living room	 
In the living room, start with a linen or cotton couch in a classic white. Then build 
around it with rattan or wood accent chairs and a woven rug. When decorating, 
you don't have to be literal. For example, add a scalloped mirror or throw blanket 
for a gentle nod to the sea. To modernize the traditional coastal look, choose 
contemporary pieces like a bold lamp or dramatic abstract art piece. It will keep 
your look fresh and unique.  
 
H2: Designing your	bedroom	 	 
In the bedroom, linen is still king. Opt for a linen bedspread in a modern but muted 
striped pattern or go solid with white. Consider picking a light wood bedframe with 
whicker or upholstered panels. Or go for a black or navy bedframe to help keep 
your room from falling into a beach house stereotype. Add cane or ratan accent 
furniture or consider a woven wool or rope floor rug to bring in some natural 
elements.  
 
White and other neutrals should be your focus, but don’t have to sacrifice all color. 
Choose bedside lamps in a sea glass green, toss on some blue, ticker-striped throw 
pillows, or decorate with live plants to add color and dimension. The key is to keep 
everything light and airy. 


